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This history of the tensor calculus can be seen as a continuation of the narrative 
of M. J. Crowe's A History of Vector Analysis, ince tensors can be seen as a 
generalization of vectors. But, as Karin Reich, Professor of the History of Science 
in Stuttgart and now in Hamburg, shows in her informative book, there is much 
more to the story than this. The tensor calculus of today grew out of many sources, 
and not only out of the ideas of Hamilton and Grassmann. Its main source has to 
be found in the so-called absolute differential calculus of Ricci. 
Ricci, short for Gregorio Ricci-Curbastro, professor in Padua from 1880 to 1925, 
published his first paper on this subject in the Annali di matematica of 1884. It dealt 
with the theory of quadratic differential forms. He continued publication on this 
theory, which he named absolute differential geometry in 1893, till deep into the 
20th century. He published a first comprehensive article on this calculo in the 
Bulletin des sciences math~matiques of 1892, followed by a second such paper, co- 
authored by his pupil, Tullio Levi-Civita, with many applications to geometry, 
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mechanics, and physics, in the Mathematische Annalen of 1901. Both articles were 
in French, the latter written at the request of Felix Klein. 
Despite the fact that this calculus was a subject discussed, for example, in Invari- 
ants of Differential Forms, a Cambridge Tract by J. E. Wright that appeared in 
1908, Ricci's calculus did not receive much attention, not even in Italy. This changed 
dramatically after 1913, however, when Einstein, following a suggestion from his 
colleague, Marcel Grossmann in Ziarich, found in it just the mathematics he needed 
in his search to incorporate gravitation into his (special) theory of relativity, and 
thus to construct a general theory of relativity. Now mathematical physicists all 
over the world, as well as mathematicians and even philosophers and theologians, 
climbed the steps of their university libraries to consult Mathematische Annalen 54 
(1901). The absolute differential calculus, baptized tensor calculus by Einstein (again 
following Grossmann), became widely recognized as a challenging field for further 
research and application. 
The term tensor occurs in Hamilton's work, but as the length of a quaternion; 
the tensor of a vector is its magnitude. The term was occasionally used, especially 
among German mathematical physicists, with a somewhat changed meaning, up until 
1898 when the G6ttingen physicist, Waldemar Voigt, in his book on crystallography, 
introduced this term for certain vector combinations expressing tensions and strains 
in crystalline media. Voigt's concept of tensor was further developed in subsequent 
years, for instance by Sommerfeld. Then Einstein recognized the equivalence, in
different notation, of the then current ensor concept with the sistema (covariante, 
contravariante) of Ricci, and made tensor calculus the mathematical basis of the 
general theory of relativity. 
All this, and much more, is chronicled and analyzed in Professor Reich's present 
book. It shows that Ricci's absolute differential geometry is a direct descendant of
the manifold theory of Gauss and Riemann via Christoffel, Lipschitz, and others. 
Along the way it was influenced by the theory of differential invariants, especially 
of quadratic differential forms, by differential geometry, by Lie group theory, and 
by elasticity, as well as by the ideas of Hamilton and Grassmann. Karin Reich 
follows all these differential paths with scrupulous care, paying special attention to 
the most important papers, namely, those of Riemann, Lipschitz, Einstein, and of 
course, Ricci himself. 
After an introduction on the various ways the concept of tensor has been intro- 
duced by different authors (Brillouin, Veblen, even the Brockhaus Encyclopedia) 
we come to the first chapter, with the intriguing title "Tensors without he Tensor 
Concept" ("Tensoren ohne Tensorbegriff"). This contains adiscussion of investiga- 
tions by Gauss, Riemann, Beltrami, and others, such as Cauchy and Lam6, who 
used concepts that we now recognize as tensors. An early example is Gauss's form 
of the linear element of a surface X/Edp 2 + 2Fdpdq + Gdq 2, which, written in 
modern form ~g~dxXdy ~, exhibits the symmetric tensor gx~ = g~x. Another, later, 
example is the concept ofdifferential parameter, introduced by Lam6 and Beltrami. 
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The next chapter, "The Theory of Forms and Invariants," gives a short survey 
of the development of invariants of algebraic forms under linear transformations, 
as first presented by Gauss (not in his study of 1828 on surfaces, but in his work 
of 1801 on number theory). This is followed by an account of developments in 
England led by Cayley and Sylvester (1845 and later), in Germany with Aronhold 
and Clebsch (1849 and later), and in Italy, led by Brioschi (1852 and later). These 
authors all dealt with algebraic invariants. The transition to differential invariants 
leads via Christoffel (1869) to Ricci. 
Then follows a long chapter in which we follow "The Development of a Concept 
of Tensor and a Calculus of Tensors." Here we see Ricci at work, when in a series 
of papers he studies what he called sistemas, which are identical with what we now 
call tensors, such as Xns..t or  X (pq'''s), under transformations of coordinates, and 
introduces, using a quadratic differential form qb = ~ arflxrdxs, the Christoffel 
symbols, covariant differentiation, and what we now call the curvature tensor. The 
influence of Christoffel's paper in Crelle's Journal of 1869 is clear. 
It may be useful to point out here, that, although we are used to mentioning 
Christoffel's and Lipschitz's papers of 1869 in the same breath--they happened to 
appear in the same issue of CreUe's Journal and dealt with the same subject, 
quadratic differential forms--their origin is different. The Lipschitz paper directly 
resulted from the publication of Riemann's Paris prize paper of 1861, published 
posthumously in 1868. Christoffel's intention, however, was to generalize the theory 
of algebraic invariants to differential invariants, inparticular invariants of quadratic 
differential forms, and only after finishing his paper did he learn that Riemann had 
preceded him (as he states in a footnote). Christoffel was satisfied with this one 
paper, while Lipschitz continued with several more investigations. 
The author, in this same chapter, gives a survey of many studies leading, each 
in its own way, from Ricci to Einstein. Hamilton had already introduced the notion 
of linear vector function, an idea followed up by Gibbs and Heaviside, when they 
developed their vector calculus. Gibbs's work became better known through the 
"Gibbs-Wilson" book on "Vector Analysis" of 1901, when the linear vector func- 
tions were generalized into polyads and polyadics (dyadics, dyads, etc.), which we 
now understand as tensors. Grassmann's "Theory of Extension" influenced not 
only German students of "direct methods" (like Hankel), but also Gibbs. Other 
authors, who in different (and now forgotten) notations introduced concepts that 
we can translate into tensor calculus, were Heinrich Maschke in Chicago (1900 and 
later), E. Waelsch with his "Bin~iranalysis" (1901-1916), and C. Burali-Forti, who 
was influenced by Peano, with his "Omografie vettoriale" (1909). Jung introduced 
the term Affinor for what turned out to be the equivalent of Ricci's sistema (1908). 
In his dissertation of1914, J. A. Schouten in Delft adopted this term in his classifica- 
tion of direct quantities in the spirit of Klein's Erlangen Programm. 
Schouten applied his affinors to the mathematics of general relativity (1918). He 
soon found out that his affinor analysis, with its complicated notation--vector 
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analysis had only two symbols for multiplication, the dot (-) and the cross (×), but 
its generalization i to affinors required many more--was equivalent to Ricci's 
calculus. But the latter had a far simpler notation. There was some soul searching 
involved, but Schouten ventually surrendered to the Ricci calculus. This was accom- 
panied by the fact that his "geodesically moved coordinate systems" turned out to 
be equivalent to Levi-Civita's "parallelism" (1917, 1918). Ricci's calculus had won 
on all fronts, in Einstein's theory and in circles where pure mathematics flourished. 
Here a correction is due to clear the name of Hermann Weyl. He did not (see 
p. 157) wish to "throttle" Schouten because of his "orgies of formalism." It was 
Schouten himself who used to say that he would like to "erdrosseln" the man-and 
that man was himself--who had written that notation-rich dissertation of 1914. 
That was, of course, after his conversion to the Ricci calculus. 
The last chapter, entitled "Tensors in Relativity Theory," gives a detailed account 
of the way in which Einstein's theory of relativity developed mathematically from 
the beginning in 1905 to the adoption of Ricci's calculus. Here we find Minkowski's 
famous address on space and time (1908), four-dimensional vectors, and the contri- 
bution of Abraham, Sommerfeld, von Laue, and others, leading up to the time 
when Grossmann brought he Ricci-Levi-Civita paper to Einstein's attention. Spe- 
cial aspects of this process are summarized in the final section called "The Geometri- 
zation of the Theory of Relativity." 
There are three appendices. One of them is on the technical nomenclature and 
symbolism of the absolute differential calculus, another is on the graphical, chrono- 
logical representation f the tensor calculus, and a third presents a survey of the 
subjects discussed in the different chapters. One can find, for instance, a list of the 
terms used by different authors for the curvature tensor, or for its contraction 
(what Einstein called, with a smile, I guess, "Verjtingung"). Other tables compare 
notations in differential geometry, theory of invariants, differential forms, vector 
calculus, and relativity. A word of gratitude is due to the author for reproducing 
the title page of my nearly forgotten dissertation on Riemannian geometry. The 
book ends with an extensive bibliography. 
This history of the tensor calculus ends with Einstein's adoption of the tensor 
calculus, hence around 1916. The further development, beginning with the discovery 
of the parallel displacement byLevi-Civita nd Schouten (1917, 1918), is mentioned 
but not further pursued. This would require a second book, dealing with the work 
of Weyl, Eddington, Veblen, and many others, who tore away tensors from their 
dependence on a quadratic differential form and opened the way to many new 
forms of geometry. 
In the preface of her book, the author points out that she has oriented herself 
by the sources, and, as far as possible, has followed the original texts. All in all, an 
admirable book, clearly written, looking as if it will be the definitive xposition of 
the history of the tensor calculus up to 1916. A translation i to English (and Russian) 
would be desirable. 
